Adaptation in quantitative traits often occurs through subtle shifts in allele frequencies at many loci, a process called polygenic adaptation. While a number of methods have been developed to detect polygenic adaptation in human populations, we lack clear strategies for doing so in many other systems. In particular, there is an opportunity to develop new methods that leverage datasets with genomic data and common garden trait measurements to systematically detect the quantitative traits important for adaptation. Here, we develop methods that do just this, using principal components of the relatedness matrix to detect excess divergence consistent with polygenic adaptation and using a conditional test to control for confounding effects due to population structure. We apply these methods to inbred maize lines from the USDA germplasm pool and maize landraces from Europe.
without error (i.e. that Z are breeding values). The animal model then states that Z has a multivariate normal distribution:
where µ is the mean phenotype, V A is the additive genetic variance, and K is a centered and standardized 67 M × M kinship matrix, where diagonal entries contain the inbreeding coefficients of individuals and off-68 diagonal cells contain the genotypic correlations between individuals (see Eq 17 in the methods). The kinship 69 matrix describes how variation in a neutral additive genetic trait is structured among individuals, while V A 70 describes the scale of that variation.
71
Before discussing how we can use Eq. 1 to develop a test for adaptive divergence, it is worth spending time thinking about how this statement relates to Q ST − F ST . If the individuals in our sample are grouped into a set of P distinct populations, then the kinship matrix also naturally implies an expectation of how variation in the trait is structured among populations under neutrality. To see this, consider that the vector of population mean breeding values can be calculated from individual breeding values as Z pop = H T Z, where the p th column of the M × P matrix H has entries of 1 n p for individuals sampled from population p, and 0 otherwise (n p is the number of individuals sampled from population p). Because Z is multivariate normal, it follows that Z pop is as well, with
where K pop = H T KH and µ pop is the mean trait across populations.
72
Based on Eq. 2, if V A is known, we can calculate a simple summary statistic describing the deviation of 73 Z pop from the neutral expectation based on drift:
Under neutrality, Q X is expected to follow a χ 2 distribution with P − 1 degrees of freedom (µ is not known a priori and must be estimated from the data, which expends a degree of freedom) (Berg and Coop 2014) . If all P populations are equally diverged from one another, with no additional structure or inbreeding within groups, then K pop = F ST I, where F ST is a measure of genetic differentiation between the populations and I is the identity matrix. Then, Eq. 3 simplifies to
showing that Eq 3 is the natural generalization of Q ST − F ST to arbitrary population structure. 75 Here, we use the PCs of K instead of the subpopulation structure that is commonly used in Q ST − F ST 76 analyses. Thus, instead of testing for excess phenotypic divergence between populations, we test for excess 77 phenotypic divergence along the major axes of relatedness described by PCs. We can link Q X to a PC based 78 approach by noting that for any arbitrary H matrix (not just the type described above), Q X will follow 79 a χ 2 distribution and the degrees of freedom of this distribution will be equal to the number of linearly 80 independent columns in H. We find the PCs of the kinship matrix, K, with the eigen-decomposition of K 81 such that, K = UΛU T , where U = [ U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , ... U M ] is the matrix of eigenvectors and Λ is a diagonal matrix 82 with the eigenvalues of K. We denote the m th eigenvalue as λ m .
83
To quantify the amount of divergence that occurs along PCs, we project the traits described by Z onto the eigenvectors of K by letting z m = ( Z − µ) · U m . Intuitively, z m describes how much the traits ( Z) vary along the m th PC of the relatedness matrix K; it can also be thought of as the slope of the relationship between Z and the m th PC of K. Under a neutral model of drift (from Eq. 1) for each m we can thus write:
To compare z m across different PCs, we can standardize z m by the eigenvalue λ m :
Crucially, c m values are independent from each other under neutrality, as they represent deviations along 84 linearly independent axes of neutral variation. Therefore, we can estimate V A using the variance of any 85 set of c m . To develop a test analagous to Q ST − F ST , we choose to declare projections onto the top 1 : R 86 of our eigenvectors ( C 1:R ) that explain broader patterns of relatedness to be "among population" axes of 87 variation, and projections onto the lower R + 1 : M of our eigenvectors ( C R+1:M ) to be "within population" 88 axes of variation. Under neutrality, we expect that Var( C 1:R ) = Var( C R+1:M ). If there has been adaptive 89 differentiation among populations then Var( C 1:R ) > Var( C R+1:M ). Note that Var( C 1:R ) is the same as 90 E C 2 1:R since the mean of C 1:R is 0 based on Eq. 6. We can test the deviation of the ratio of these two 91 variances using an F test:
We focus on the upper tail of the distribution, as we are interested in testing for evidence of selection 93 contributing to trait divergence. A rejection of the null thus indicates excess trait variation in the first R PCs 94 beyond an expectation based on the later M − R PCs. All together, this test allows us to detect adaptive 95 trait divergence across a set of lines or individuals without having to group these individuals into specific 96 populations.
97
We can also calculate variance along specific PCs and compare divergence along specific PCs to the additive variance estimated using the lower R : M eigenvectors. Looking at specific PCs will be useful for identifying the specific axes of relatedness variation that drive adaptive divergence as well as for visualizing results. So, for a given PC, S:
Again we test only in the upper tail of the distribution. Figure 1A ), suggesting that using 115 PCs to summarize relatedness will be useful for detecting adaptive divergence. 116 We first validated that Q PC would work on this panel by testing Q PC on 200 traits that we simulated 117 under a multivariate normal model of drift based on the empirical kinship matrix, assuming V A = 1.
118
As expected, from Eq. 6, the variance in the standardized projections onto PCs (c m ) of these simulated 119 traits centered on 1, and, across the 36 PCs tested in 200 simulations, only 317 tests (4.4%) were significant 120 at the p < 0.05 level before correcting for multiple testing. Adding simulated environmental variation 121 (V E = V A /10 and V E = V A /2) to trait measurements increased the variance of c m , with this excess variance 122 falling disproportionately along the later PCs (those that explain less variation in relatedness). These results 123 suggest that unaccounted V E increases estimated variance at later PCs, ultimately increasing the variance 124 along earlier PCs that will appear consistent with neutrality. However, this reduction in power can be 125 minimized by controlling environmental noise -for example by measuring line replicates in a common 126 garden or best unbiased linear predictions (BLUPs) from multiple environments (See Appendix 1 for a more 127 extensive treatment of V E ).
128
We then tested for selection on 22 trait measurements that, themselves, are estimates of the breeding value adaptive divergence for four traits: days to silk, days to anthesis, leaf length, and node number below ear 134 ( Figure 2A ). We plot the relationship between PC1 and two example traits to illustrate the data underlying 135 these signals of selection. In Figure 2B , we show a relationship between PC1 and Kernel Number that is 1A ). The solid line shows the linear regression of the trait on PC 1 and the dashed lines show the 95% confidence interval of linear regressions expected under neutrality. Note that the linear regression is not the same as the F test done in Q PC , and that we plot these lines for visualization purposes only. C) Similar to B, but showing days to silk on the Y axis.
consistent with neutral processes and in Figure 2C we show a relationship between PC 1 and Days to Silk 137 that is stronger than would be expected due to neutral processes and is instead consistent with diversifying 138 selection. We detected evidence of diversifying selection on various traits along PC1, PC2, and PC10. While 139 PC 1 and PC2 differentiate between known maize subpopulations ( Fig. 1A) , PC 10 separates out individuals 140 within the tropical subpopulation, so our results are consistent with adaptive divergence contributing to 141 trait variation within the tropical subpopulation ( Fig. S2 ).
142
Detecting selection in un-phenotyped individuals using polygenic scores 143
Extending the method described above to detect selection in individuals or lines that have been genotyped but not phenotyped will expand to detect polygenic adaptation when phenotyping is expensive or impossible.
Here we outline methods for detecting selection in individuals that have been genotyped but not phenotyped (referred to as the "genotyping panel"). We build on methods developed in Berg and Coop (2014) and Berg et al. (2017) and extend them to test for adaptive divergence along specific PCs and in the presence of population structure shared between the GWAS panel and the genotyping panel. To detect selection on traits in the genotyping panel, we calculate polygenic scores for individuals in this panel. Specifically, if we have a set of n independent, trait-associated loci found in a GWAS, we can write the polygenic score for individual or line i
where β j is the additive effect of having an alternate allele of the j th locus, and p ij is the alternate allele 144 frequency within the i th individual or line (i.e., half the number of allele copies in a diploid individual).
145
Here, as before, we can test for excess divergence in genetic scores (X) along specific PCs of relatedness. 146 We do this by adapting Eq. 6, replacing our observed trait values ( Z) with polygenic scores for these values 147 ( X), so that, if µ is the mean of X, U m is the m th PC, and λ m is the m th eigenvalue of the kinship matrix,
We can then test for selection using Q PC (Eq. 8) to detect excess variance in polygenic scores along specific Here, we control for the two issues caused by shared structure between the GWAS and genotyping panel by conditioning on the estimated polygenic scores in the GWAS panel ( X 2 ) when assessing patterns of selection on the polygenic scores of a genotyping panel ( X 1 ). Specifically, following the multivariate normality assumption (Eq. 1), we model the combined vector of polygenic scores in both panels as
where, µ is the mean of the combined vector [X 1 , X 2 ], K 11 and K 22 are the kinship matrices of the 165 genotyping and GWAS panels, and K 12 is the set of relatedness coefficients between lines in the genotyping 166 panel (rows) and GWAS panel (columns) . Note that the combination of the four kinship matrices in the 167 variance term of Eq. 11 is equivalent to the kinship matrix of all individuals in the genotyping and GWAS 168 panels and see Appendix 3 for a more detailed discussion of how these matrices are mean-centered.
169
The conditional multivariate null model for our polygenic scores in the genotyping panel conditional on the GWAS panel is then
where µ is a vector of conditional means with an entry for each sample in the genotyping panel:
and K is the relatedness matrix for the genotyping panel conditional on the matrix of the GWAS panel,
Following equations 6 and 8 we can test for excess variation along the PCs of K defining phenotype as the 170 difference between polygenic scores X 1 and the conditional means µ . Specifically, if U m and λ m are the m th 171 eigenvector and eigenvalue of K , then
and
where R > m and M > R. We will refer to the conditional version of the test as 'conditional Q PC '.
174
It is worth taking some time to discuss how the conditional test controls for the two issues due to shared 175 structure that discussed previously. First, by incorporating the polygenic scores of individuals in the GWAS et al. 2016) . We chose these two panels to evaluate the potential of conditional Q PC to control for shared population structure when the problem is severe, as in the Ames panel (Fig. 1B) , and moderate, as in 192 the European landraces (Fig. 1C ). In addition, we expect that the evolution of many quantitative traits has Figure 3A, B .) The increase in false positives due to shared structure persisted to much later PCs 198 in the Ames panel than in the European landraces, likely because the extent of shared structure is more 199 pervasive for the Ames panel. However, the conditional Q PC test appeared to control for false positives in 200 both the Ames panel and the European landraces ( Figure 3A, B. ).
201
We then conducted GWAS on 22 traits in the GWAS panel. We used a p value cutoff of 0.005 to choose 202 loci for constructing polygenic scores. This cutoff is less stringent then the cutoffs standardly used in maize we uncovered signals of widespread polygenic adaptation (Fig. S3A, Fig. S4A ). In contrast, conditional 210 Q PC found no signatures of polygenic adaptation in the Ames panel that survived control for multiple 211 testing ( Fig S3B, Fig. S4B ). The lack of results in the conditional test is unsurprising because the GWAS 212 panel's population structure almost completely overlaps the Ames panel ( Figure 1B) , so once variation in the 213 GWAS panel is accounted for in the conditional test, there is likely little differentiation in polygenic scores 214 left to test for selection. We report these results to highlight the caution that researchers should use when 215 applying methods for detecting polygenic adaptation to genotyping panels that share population structure 216 with GWAS panels.
217
In the European landraces, while we detected selection on a number of traits, as with the Ames panel, 218 none of these signals were robust to controlling for multiple testing using a false-discovery rate approach 219 ( Fig. S4D ). However, we report the results that were significant at an uncorrected level in Figure 4A to 220 demonstrate how these types of selective signals could be visualized with these approaches. In Figure 4B , 221 we show the relationship between conditional PC1 (U 1 ) and the difference between polygenic score for the 222 number of brace roots and a conditional expectation ( X − u ), which was our strongest signal of selection in 223 the panel. (Figure 4C,D) . These results suggest that there is power to detect selection 229 on polygenic scores with Q PC in the European landraces if selection actually occurs on the loci used to make 230 these polygenic scores.
231

Discussion
232
In this paper we have laid out a set of approaches that can be used to study adaptation and divergent 233 selection using genomic and phenotypic data from structured populations. We first described a method, 234 Q PC , that can be used to detect adaptive trait divergence in a species-wide sample of individuals or lines 235 that have been phenotyped in common garden and genotyped. We demonstrated this method using a panel to the GWAS panel that have not themselves been phenotyped using a conditional test to avoid confounding 239 due to shared population structure. We showed that this test is robust to false-positives due to population and population changes. Nature Reviews Genetics 9: 444.
This result suggests that the contribution of V E will be strongest along PCs with smaller eigenvalues ('later 560 PCs'), so Q PC is conservative in the face of V E since it looks for an excess of differentiation along early PCs 561 with larger eigenvalues compared to PCs with smaller eigenvalues.
562
We tested the intuition described above with simulations of traits that evolve neutrally for with V A = 1 563
and V E = 0, 0.1, and 0.5. We found that increasing V E increased the variance of C M at later PCs more than at 564 early PCs (Fig. S1A ) and that this meant that fewer simulations showed significant signals of selection than 565 would be expected under neutrality (Fig. S1B) 
566
Appendix 2 -Additive-by-additive epistasis and Q PC
567
We denote the variance contributed by additive-by-additive epistasis as V AA . Assuming no linkage disequilibrium, we can rewrite Eq. 1 as follows:
following e.g. Eq. 9.13 in Falconer and Mackay (1996) and Hill (2010) . Using the eigendecomposition of K, K = UΛU −1 , where U is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of K and Λ is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of K, we find that K 2 = UΛ 2 U −1 . As in Appendix 1, we can calculate the Var( C) where C is a vector of the projections of Z onto U, standardized by dividing by Λ −1/2 .
Intuitively, we can see that when V AA is much larger than V A , additive-by-additive epistasis will contribute 568 disproportionately to variation along PCs that correspond to higher eigenvalues. Therefore, additive-by-569 additive epistasis that exceeds V A can contribute to false positive signals of diversifying selection by 570 increasing trait divergence along earlier PCs. However, in most situations, V AA is unlikely to be large enough Properly mean-centering conditional expectations for polygenic scores and the kinship matrix used to 574 calculate Q PC on these scores is crucial. However, the choice of how to properly mean-center these two 575 parameters is not entirely straightforward when working with conditional distributions (as in Eq. 11).
576
To illustrate the problem, imagine that we mean center the conditional expectations for polygenic scores in where, if µ 2 = µ, we can infer signals of adaptive divergence even if none exist. Therefore, we choose to 584 mean center both K and µ around the mean of all individuals in the genotyping and GWAS panels. Fig. 1A ). The solid line shows the linear regression of the trait on PC 10 and the dashed lines show the 95% confidence interval of linear regressions expected under neutrality. Note that the linear regression is not the same as the F test done in Q PC , and that we plot these lines for visualization purposes only. 
